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Meditations on His Majesty

Welcome to Niagara Falls

Niagara Falls. Three cataracts convulsing into one terrifying, titanic torrent.
A massive deluge of 750,000 gallons of river descending every second to
form the highest flow rate of any waterfall on the planet.
If you’ve ever visited this natural wonder, commanding a portion of the
border between the US and Canada, then like millions of others you too have
felt minimized by its magnitude. Mesmerized by its magnificence.
Enraptured by its quadraphonic-like cannonade drowning out all
conversation.
Niagara Falls. Reverberating. Captivating. Breathtaking.
Believe it or not, there was a moment when a first-century follower of Jesus
had a Niagara Falls-type encounter of his own.
Without even being there.
His adventure was an experience meant for all of us.

Mentored by the Master
Come with me into the book of Revelation as we observe the final days of
an apostle’s astonishing sixty-year mentorship with his Master.
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We find John sidelined, now a prisoner in the grip of a self-deified emperor.
Confined to a Roman gulag. Elderly and abandoned.
Still he remains resolute, faithful to his “Best Friend Forever” for whom he
willingly suffers it all.
Still he goes on waiting, watching for the Judge of all to act on his behalf,
even in these dire circumstances.
Still he stands at attention, ready to obey his Lord and Savior to any extent,
without conditions.
That’s because John remains convinced of one truth above all others: Jesus
is reigning supreme. Right here and right now.
As he once observed: “The Son of God came to destroy the devil’s work”
(1 John 3).
But loftier manifestations of the majesty of Jesus wait to be explored — a
Niagara Falls-sized connection with Jesus that looms around the corner for
John.
John is about to be engulfed in infinity’s effusions, swept up into the
vastness of the victor he adores. He’s about to be overtaken by an explosion
of wonders — marvels about the Christ that God intends for all of his
children to behold — sooner or later.
In some ways, this divine appointment mirrors familiar territory for John.
Throughout his ministry for his Lord, he had been regularly reenergized by
an array of thrilling episodes springing from his bedrock commitment to
Emmanuel.
After all, this devout disciple had taken part in launching the greatest
revolution in human history, serving a spiritual insurgency stretching from
Jerusalem to Antioch to Rome, and beyond.
It all began for John when he was chosen for a three-year apprenticeship as
part of the inner circle of the miracle-working Messiah of God.
But then all hope seemed to end for him one sunless afternoon when he
witnessed the inexplicable, sacrificial death of the Lamb of God.
Yet shortly after that the adventure resumed during forty days when, along
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with fellow disciples, he conferred with the risen Redeemer of God about
their continuing mission together.
That extraordinary seminar culminated for John when he witnessed the
long-anticipated ascension of the Son of God to sit with universal authority
at the right hand of the throne of God.
Subsequent installments of his vocation filled up an additional five decades
as the Spirit sent him to serve the people of God in the Holy Land, in
Ephesus, and elsewhere.
Then, as a capstone to his ministry, John produced an exquisite, lyrical
treatise on Jesus — its final page telling the Church there still was so much
more he knew about his Lord that if he wrote it all down, he supposed “that
even the whole world would not have room for the books that would be
written” (John 21).
Evidently, he considered himself to be more than a little familiar with
his Savior!
Until . . . late in life along came this watershed moment on a little Mediterranean island when John intersected one more time with his gracious Lord.
But this time it was very different. It was almost as if he had never seen his
Savior before, as if he was meeting him again — for the very first time!
Unexpectedly, this mission-driven martyr ended up, as it were, being
re-introduced to his Mission-master, who appeared before him in the glory
of an unfamiliar guise. Suddenly, John found himself face to face with Jesus
as . . .

The Master of Surprises
Surprise! Though wrinkled, weary, and worn, today John is about to enter
the crescendo of his ministry, the pinnacle of his extraordinary spiritual walk.
Surprise! Though still a political pawn in a Patmos prison, today John is about
to foresee cosmic events destined to consummate all of earth’s dominions,
subsumed under Jesus as the universal Sovereign.
Surprise! Erroneously perceived as a disenfranchised captive of Caesar, today
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John is about to be liberated by “the Ruler of the kings of the earth”
(Revelation 1:5), as Jesus invites him to experience “riches in glory” no earthly
magistrate could ever claim.
Surprise! Seemingly sidelined in solitary confinement, in reality John is about
to be ushered into the control center of the cosmos, surrounded by a festive
multitude of saints and angels celebrating the irreversible, redeeming
triumphs of the Monarch of mankind.
Surprise! No matter how much he feels temporarily limited by his immediate
surroundings, John is soon to discover there’s an unlimited grandeur to God’s
Son beyond all he has yet uncovered — a grandeur that, as John will witness
shortly, the entire universe could never design, or define, or refine,
or confine.
Surprise! Once and for all, Jesus is determined to decisively display himself
to John (and to all of us through John) as heaven’s Royal Majesty, robed with
irrefutable, irresistible splendor surpassing human conception.
Surprise! John is about to be staggered by the Spirit, inducted into an exhilarating, renovating “Christ Awakening” meant to encapsulate the biblical hope
for, and the prototype of, God’s promised way to revitalize all of his people
throughout all generations.

Get Ready. Get Set. Get Going. Get Down.
Get ready, John. Eyes fixed forward. Jesus is approaching you in his
spectacular supremacy.
Get set, John. Stay poised to dive into the denouement of all divine decrees,
based on who Christ is today: Anointed and ascended as this Potentate of
time and eternity. Liberator of the nations and the ages. Lord of glory ruling
fully and forcefully, not off in far-flung galaxies but right here and right now.
Head of the Church who inhabits his people gladly — not just part of him,
but all of him, in the fullness of his authority and majesty and sovereignty.
Get going, John. Awake! Arise! Your “day of visitation” has come.
Concerning the Christ, who over all these years became your highest
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passion — well, guess what? There remains much more to him than
you ever suspected. A whole lot more!
Shortly you must relay to members of nearby congregations the exceptional,
electrifying revelation of Jesus that saturates you. Of course, you’ll find
yourself grasping for word pictures that you’ll know instantly to be totally
inadequate for documenting the rapturous vision you behold. Still, don’t
hold back! To the best of your ability report what you will see, telling your
readers:
I turned around to see the voice that was speaking to me. And when
I turned I saw . . . someone like a son of man, dressed in a robe
reaching down to his feet and with a golden sash around his chest.
The hair on his head was white like wool, as white as snow, and his
eyes were like blazing fire. His feet were like bronze glowing in a
furnace, and his voice was like the sound of rushing waters . . . his face
was like the sun shining in all its brilliance (Revelation 1, NIV).

Don’t hesitate, either, to confess to them how you respond instantly, the only
way you could:
When my eyes took in this sight I fell at his feet like a dead man
(Revelation 1, PHILLIPS).

Yes, John, for sure, get down. Overpowered and spellbound, faint away.
Prostrate yourself before God’s eternal Son — wordless, breathless, smitten
by splendor, stunned by shock and awe!
Like never before, and forever, out of this encounter Christ will become ALL
to you, John. He will become NOW to you. You’ll be unwilling to settle for
anything or anyone less — more than that, you’ll be unable to do so.
________________________________________________________
Now, dear reader, it is your turn to join John in exploring and experiencing
the spectacular supremacy of God’s Son in whole new ways, to receive your
own radically refreshing reconnection with the Lord Jesus Christ — even
though you may have trusted him for many years.
Welcome to the beginning of an unparalleled adventure. Uncontainable!
Unsurpassable! Unforgettable!
Welcome to Niagara Falls.
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Have You Heard
the Voice That Roars?

What if during the exquisite manifestation of King Jesus to John recorded in
Revelation 1, you had been the one standing there instead of John? What if
after that extraordinary day on Patmos you were the one required to
describe for neighboring churches your mind-blowing rendezvous with the
Savior, as he saturated you in his spectacular supremacy? How would you
have handled it?
Before answering, return to the scene. Grasping for descriptive images to
express what he had never seen before, John came up with fairly startling
word pictures of Jesus:
He was dressed in a long robe with a gold strip of cloth around his chest.
The hair on his head was white like wool, as white as snow.
His eyes were like a blazing fire.
His feet were like bronze metal glowing in a furnace.
His voice sounded like rushing waters . . .
His face was like the sun shining in all its brightness.
If you had seen Jesus like that, what facet of his attributes might have struck
you first?
Or struck you down?
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Would it have been Jesus’ face, lucent like the blazing sun?
Would it have been his eyes, searing with flames of fire?
What about his voice?
Yes, his voice. As John notes:
His voice sounded like rushing waters.
One English version translates the Greek phrase for “rushing waters” as a
sound like a powerful “cataract” (MSG); another calls it a voice that
“thundered like mighty ocean waves” (NLT).
Personally, I think the Good News Translation expresses the original concept
best by suggesting that to John’s ears Jesus’ words resounded like a “roaring
waterfall.”

Roaring? Jesus’ Voice Resembles Roaring?
Are we talking about the Lamb of God, often characterized in children’s
Sunday school classes as meek and mild?
Are we referring to the Palestinian who dwelt in quiet rural obscurity,
incognito his first thirty years?
Is this the same Jesus who humbled himself so fully he refused to debate his
detractors? The Jesus about whose trial Isaiah prophesied: “As a sheep before
its shearer is dumb, so he opened not his mouth”? The Jesus who
surrendered, without protest, to the asphyxiation of crucifixion? Our sacrifice
who suffered in silence as he bore the sin of the world?
Does John mean to suggest that now, today, this previously temperate
teacher possesses a voice that thunders? A voice he’s not hesitant to project
to John (and to us) at full volume?
It appears so.
Is this vocal delivery like a lion, perhaps? In point of fact, Jesus does portray
himself as a lion in Revelation 5.
But in this case, the image is even more sensational than that. Here, his voice
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imposes itself on a devoted hearer with rumbling reverberations reminiscent
of a colossal waterfall.
It sounds like we’re back to Niagara Falls!
I want to suggest to you that this sonic metaphor supplies us with a valuable
insight about the depths of the revelation John received during his arresting
reintroduction to our Redeemer. John is providing believers everywhere an
invaluable, audible testimony about the true nature of the monumental
personage whom we proclaim as our Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ.
In other words, John’s ears enable us to see Jesus more clearly by helping us
hear Jesus more carefully — by focusing us on the voice of his Royal
Highness, so as not to miss one word he utters.

Considering the Source,
Every Word Matters
Jesus’ voice speaking Jesus’ words — bursting from lips full of virtue and
victory to bring vitality to his Church.
Jesus’ voice speaking Jesus’ words — flooding the nations with abounding
hope, amplifying for all earth’s peoples the Father’s gracious invitation to
forsake the dominion of darkness and freely enter into the kingdom of his
dear Son.
Jesus’ voice speaking Jesus’ words — the voice foreshadowed as it was
hymned in Psalm 29:
The voice of the Lord is over the waters;
the God of glory thunders . . .
The voice of the Lord is powerful;
the voice of the Lord is majestic . . .
The voice of the Lord twists the oaks . . .
And in his temple all cry, “Glory!” . . .
the Lord is enthroned as King forever
(NIV, emphasis added).
Jesus’ voice speaking Jesus’ words — as today it issues forth full-throated
to continuously animate and energize all of creation:
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The Son is the radiance of God’s glory . . .
sustaining all things by his powerful word . . .
at the right hand of the Majesty in heaven
(Hebrews 1, NIV, emphasis added).

Listen to Your Master's Voice
This is the voice that brought Lazarus out of the tomb. Suddenly, as before
torrential rivers, death was swept aside. He spoke three simple words:
“Lazarus, come out!”
(John 11).
This is the voice that one day will summon all the dead of all the ages to
stand accountable before him at the final tribunal (Revelation 20), foretold
in John 5:
A time is coming and has now come
when the dead will hear
the voice of the Son of God
and those who hear will live
(NIV, emphasis added).
This is the voice of the good shepherd who invites his redeemed people to
rally around him every time he’s ready to move out and move forward. As
he claims in John 10:
My sheep listen to my voice;
I know them, and they follow me.
I give them eternal life,
and they shall never perish
(NIV, emphasis added).
This is the voice of the mesmerizing minister of heaven’s communications,
whose every utterance requires the saints to give him undistracted attention,
just as God commanded in Matthew 17:
This is my Son, whom I love . . .
Listen to him!
(NIV, emphasis added).
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Listen to him! The Father’s mandate is clear! We must never stop heeding
the dictates of the divine Son of whom it can be said, even at this very hour:
His eyes are a blaze of fire,
on his head many crowns . . .
he is addressed as “Word of God.”
The armies of Heaven . . . follow him . . .
A sharp sword comes out of his mouth
so he can subdue the nations,
then rule them with a rod of iron
(Revelation 19, MSG, emphasis added).

Eyes to the Ground, Ears to the Heavens
Fundamentally, the voice that planted John facedown in the dust of Patmos
at Jesus’ feet bids all believers to draw near in reverent awe — with ears
expectant, primed to hear from the Messiah who is anointed to powerfully
project God’s everlasting promises, proclaimed into our everlasting lives.
The fact is, along with heaven and earth, we are predestined to be captivated
throughout coming ages by a wholly holy “thundering waterfall” —
unceasingly compelled by our Master’s voice.
Have you heard the voice that roars? Recently?
That’s precisely what Hebrews 12 urges you to do, today and every day:
You have come to Jesus . . .
Be sure that you don’t say no to the one who speaks.
People did not escape when they said no
to the one who warned them on earth . . .
At that time his voice shook the earth.
But now he has promised,
“Once more I will shake the earth.
I will also shake the heavens” . . .
Then what can’t be shaken will remain.
We are receiving a kingdom that can’t be shaken.
So let us be thankful
(emphasis added).
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As the Church we must never cease to tremble at Jesus’ voice, because:
he has a lot to say,
he has every right to say it,
and whenever he speaks —
whenever he roars —
nothing stays the same.
Including inside your heart and mine.
His voice is now.
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Stupefied With Jesus

Generations of daring explorers have successfully circumvented the
precarious hazards of Niagara Falls, daring the full force of its awesome (and
audible) frenzy.
Starting as far back as 1846, however, entrepreneurs began marketing a safe
way for tourists to experience the sensation of the dynamic power of this
natural phenomenon — by boarding the Maid of the Mist.
This once-every-hour excursion ferries visitors, protected in yellow rain
slickers, to the very base of the Falls. For a few exhilarating minutes they
become thoroughly enveloped in its pulsating spell — only to turn around
and escape unscathed.
On three separate occasions I’ve joined the Maid of the Mist pilgrims. I can
attest that each trip delivers an unforgettably visceral experience.

A Whole Other Kind of Ride
Is Waiting for You
Even so, that thrilling venture only remotely reminds me of the countless
times while working on Christ Is NOW! that I’ve become spiritually exhilarated
by close encounters of a whole other kind. Those moments sprang from bold
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forays into the amazing person of Jesus as I forged into countless
expeditions into more of the immensities of who he is today.
Throughout the process of writing, God’s Spirit has regularly shaken me
awake as my research took me into uncharted territory (for me) regarding
deeper biblical truths about the ascended glory of God’s Son — about his
spectacular supremacy today.
Mind you, I hold two graduate degrees from esteemed theological
institutions! I thought I had the Jesus of the Bible pretty well in hand! So
naturally I was startled by the thousands of Bible verses about the greatness
of our glorious Savior and King that I had failed to unpack, either in seminary
or in all my years of ministry since.
I was staggered by — and I choose this alliteration carefully — the “profusion
of profound perspectives” on Jesus found not only in Scripture but also in a
wealth of insights preserved in reams of writings from scores of renowned
Christian thinkers down through the centuries.
To be quite candid, there were moments while working on this book that I
could do nothing but simply sit in silence — enthralled and engulfed by the
presence of Jesus, speechless over newly uncovered truths about God’s Son
— as the Spirit pulled back the curtain to reveal to me more of the realities
of who our Savior truly is at this very moment.
This project turned out to be a Niagara-type “boat ride” for me! However, this
trip was not into concealing mists; instead it caused mists to be dispelled.
The Father used those years of investigation to navigate me into a
transaction with Jesus similar to John’s, two millennia earlier. Like John, I saw
Jesus as I had never seen him before! I felt as though the Father re-introduced
me to his Son, as if — what shall I say? — as if in some inexplicable way I was
meeting Jesus again . . . for the very first time! Sort of like I was being born
again . . . again!

Have You Been Stupefied With Jesus?
For many readers this story might sound rather peculiar, something reserved
for a select (and strange) spiritual elite.
Not at all!
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What I’ve described forms the testimony of countless believers through the
ages. Deeper biblical truths about Jesus, freshly revealed by the Spirit, await
every disciple today without exception, as a way of life. Our Lord promised
us no less:
I have much more to say to you. It is more than you can handle right
now. But when the Spirit of truth comes, he will guide you into all the
truth. He will not speak on his own. He will speak only what he hears.
And he will tell you what is still going to happen. He will bring me
glory. That’s because what he receives from me he will show to you.
Everything that belongs to the Father is mine. That is why I said what
the Holy Spirit receives from me he will show to you (John 16, emphasis
added).

Here’s how Christianity Today’s senior editor Mark Galli recounted his
deepening encounter with Christ, writing in his book Jesus Mean and Wild:
The Unexpected Love of an Untamable God:
The biblical Jesus is a consuming fire, a raging storm, who shocks
people into stupefaction or frightens them to run for their lives. He
swirls like a tornado touching down, leaving only bits and pieces of
our former lives strewn in His path.

Wait a minute. Did you catch that word Galli used? Stupefaction? What does
that mean?
Stupefaction: The dictionary defines this as the state of a person who is
“astonished, bewildered, astounded, flabbergasted [I like that one!], stunned,
speechless, totally shocked.”
Such as when one sails too close to Niagara Falls, for instance.
Stupefaction provides a good term to describe where I’ve often ended up
while working on Christ Is NOW!
Stupefaction helps describe where I hope every reader of Christ Is NOW!
frequently ends up as he or she navigates page after page, especially the
major seven chapters in the middle.
May you become so stupefied with Jesus you’ll be moved every day to
expand the praises you offer to God’s Son, reshaping them to celebrate your
most recently discovered marvels about his majesty.
May you become so stupefied with Jesus you’ll be unable to stop talking
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with other believers about the magnificence of God’s Son — not only about
his past endeavors to secure redemption on our behalf, not only about his
future victories through apocalyptic intervention on our behalf, but most of
all about his current exercise of saving power and sovereign sway on our
behalf.

Stupefaction: The Destiny for All Creation
Stupefaction is precisely what Paul experienced firsthand as he lay face
down on the Damascus Road. He later described his stupefying encounter
with Jesus like this in Acts 26 (NIV):
About noon, King Agrippa, as I was on the road, I saw a light from
heaven, brighter than the sun, blazing around me and my
companions. We all fell to the ground . . . Then I asked, “Who are you,
Lord?”
“I am Jesus, whom you are persecuting,” the Lord replied.

Stupefaction is precisely what Revelation 1 tells us John endured firsthand,
face down on the island of Patmos. Stupefied with Jesus, he wrote: “When
my eyes took in this sight I fell at his feet like a dead man” (PHILLIPS).
Stupefaction is precisely what the Father desires for the Church worldwide
— that increasingly believers everywhere might be stupefied with his Son,
most of all with his spectacular supremacy today.
For you see, the Bible records that at this very second, myriads of angels
along with the redeemed of the ages are also stupefied by the incomparable
worthiness of Jesus. They are lifting lofty worship before God’s face; regaling
Messiah’s resounding, relentless, righteous, redeeming rule; celebrating the
cosmic champion who is anointed and active, decisive and invasive,
unavoidable and unimpeachable, irresistible and irreplaceable.
Everything and everyone, everywhere, is destined to be stupefied with Jesus
— exalting him and exulting in him with accolades that cascade forever over
all creation — like the thunderous outpouring of Niagara Falls.
That is why God has now lifted him so high,
and has given him the name beyond all names,
so that at the name of Jesus “every knee shall bow,”
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whether in Heaven or earth or under the earth.
And that is why, in the end, “every tongue shall confess”
that Jesus Christ is the Lord,
to the glory of God the Father
(Philippians 2, PHILLIPS).
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The Most Important Thing
to Know About You

Karl Barth was one of the 20th century’s most influential theologians. Here’s
a challenge the Swiss professor frequently put before his students:
Show me your Christology and I’ll tell you who you are.

Another way to state the good doctor’s premise would be to say:
What you think about God’s Son is the single most important thing
anyone can know about you.

Both statements point to the same truth: In a profound sense, the core
identity of any Christian must never be separated from her or his vision
of the Christ who is the core identity of Christianity itself — that is,
of Christ-ianity.

With that in mind, let me be direct:
What DO you think about God’s Son?
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Before you answer, imagine the following playful scenario.

The Mike Is All Yours. Begin!
You’ve just been invited to take the microphone during a national radio talk
show, with one simple assignment. For the next three minutes you are to
place before listeners your response to this question:
Who is Jesus Christ right now?
Obviously, it’s similar to the real-life question with which Jesus probed his
disciples as they walked on dusty roads in Caesarea Philippi (recorded in
Matthew 16): “Who do you say that I am?”
But let’s expand on that by asking:
How would you describe God’s Son in terms of all he is at
this precise moment?
Mind you, the goal here is not to tell the audience about who Jesus was in
the past during his earthly ministry; nor is it to tell about who he will be one
day when he returns in glory (both of which are important topics, for sure).
Rather, your assignment this time is to stay focused on the present — to
describe vital aspects of who the individual called Jesus Christ is now — this
very day.
Note further: No one is asking for a testimony about what Jesus has done
for you personally since you gave your life to him, as inspiring as your story
might be.
You see, this isn’t about you. For this project, whether you or I exist is
irrelevant.
Instead, you’re to talk expressly, exclusively, about the person of God’s Son.
Who is he, in and of himself, exalted at this very instant as Sovereign Lord
over heaven and earth?
OK then! Take your seat at the console. Lean into the mike. All ears are tuned
to your voice. What an opportunity! Your three minutes begin now. Start
talking!
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Uhhhhh . . . maybe you find yourself hesitating.
Maybe you’re starting to feel inadequately prepared to expand on various
qualities of Jesus’ nature, or splendors of his character, or breadths of his
current activities. Maybe you’re not so sure what fascinating features about
his ongoing reign you should highlight for others. Maybe you sense you hold
an insufficient grasp of the dynamics of his dominion, displayed day after
day among his people and throughout the nations.
Maybe you find yourself fumbling for words to help others see him more
fully — to see him as the preeminent personality in the universe. Maybe
three minutes seem a bit too long to you.
Maybe you need additional coaching before you take on such an
assignment!
It’s important to admit that, because . . .
What you think (and are able to share) about God’s Son
is the single most important thing anyone can know about you.

Who Do You Say I Am?. . . in 3 Minutes
Of course, we tried this role-play just for fun.
But quite honestly, how many Jesus followers do you know who could or
would welcome such a three-minute experiment with any degree of
confidence?
And out of those who might dare to try, how many do you think would
succeed?
Frankly, after decades of traveling every stream of the Church, my studied
conclusion is that most Christians know far too little about Jesus to
competently and comfortably describe him for who he currently is as the
Lord of glory.
Far too many believers remain woefully ill-informed about this astonishing
personage — the Savior of the world who is alive and active, risen and ruling,
moving and ministering, unceasingly adored and served by saints and
angels everywhere. It’s daunting at times, isn’t it?
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What if we simplified things and tried this three-minute experiment over
coffee with just one close friend — make that a close Christian friend? Even
then, how many of us would have to scramble to put together twelve whole
sentences that boast meaningfully about the wonders and ways of God’s
Son? What do we have to say that possibly could impress another believer
(let alone a Muslim or Hindu!) with why Jesus is the most magnificent figure
to ever occupy time or eternity?
Instead, most of us end up straining to converse even halfway coherently
with another believer about the excellencies of the one who rightfully claims
supremacy in everything (Colossians 1) — whether in a radio studio or a
diner.
The failures we experience in such experiments are not inconsequential!
They mustn’t be ignored! They unmask a spiritual disability that pervades
the Church, carrying disturbing implications for renewing the Body of Christ
or the reenergizing the mission of Christ.
Most tragically, this insidious blindness is personal. It has everything to do
with what’s true about each of us, with what’s going on moment by moment
in our relationship with King Jesus, with how fully we grasp that our ultimate
identity and destiny are wrapped up in him alone.
This brings us back to our foundational challenge:
If what you THINK about God’s Son
is the single most important thing anyone can know about you,
then
what you SAY about God’s Son
is the second most important thing anyone can know about you.
There is an undeniable connection between these two statements.
Jesus nailed it in Matthew 12 when he concluded:
For the mouth speaks what the heart is full of (NIV).
For a man’s words depend on what fills his heart (PHILLIPS).
For whatever is in your heart determines what you say (NLT).
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The Glorious Promise for the
Journey Ahead
In the coming chapters, you will be invited over and over to “grow in grace
and understanding of our Master and Savior, Jesus Christ. Glory to the
Master, now and forever! (2 Peter 3, MSG).
As a result, you will also have many opportunities to discover a whole lot
more of who you are — living, moving, and having your being in the grasp
of Christ’s greatness and glory — as you enter more fully into (what I like to
call) “intimacy with Christ in his supremacy.”
In the end, that is the single most important truth anyone could ever know
about you:
Not just what you think of Christ;
not even what you say about Christ;
but ultimately who you are in Christ.
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Put On Your
King Jesus Glasses

Let’s talk vision.
The fact is that the time is long overdue for the Church to set itself about the
task of recovering a thoroughgoing King Jesus-sized vision.
It’s time we get ourselves refitted with the eyewear many of us have
misplaced, often inadvertently. Or maybe no one ever gave us the right pair
of glasses in the first place.
I’m talking about our very own “King Jesus Glasses” — spiritual spectacles to
correct the all too prevalent shortsightedness that keeps many believers
from seeing more clearly our Royal Redeemer for who he really is: high and
lifted up; seated at the helm of the universe; ruling triumphantly at this very
moment from the center of God’s throne; Head of the Church; Lord and
Master of all who trust in him.
Once you get hold of a pair King Jesus Glasses, however, it changes the way
you look at everything!
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Talking Optics with Chinese
Christian Leaders
Let me tell you when and why I started using this optical metaphor to
expose the troubling “vision affliction” I uncovered during three decades of
interacting with Christians around the world.
In 2004 we published a foundational book titled Christ Is ALL! Join the Joyful
Awakening to the Spectacular Supremacy of God’s Son (CIA). Sometime later,
a request came to print 500,000 copies of CIA translated into Mandarin
Chinese for use by a major seminary for its extension program inside China
where they are currently training tens of thousands of pastors of the
nationwide house church movement.
Before signing the contract, however, the Singaporean publishers pressed
me with one precondition: that I write a supplementary introduction. They
wanted an interpretive essay designed specifically to convince their
students of the one goal the faculty deemed essential for pastors and lay
leaders to grasp.
That goal? It was that CIA’s “take” on the greatness and glory of God’s Son
become the prime lens, the principal filter, through which seminarians
would reflect on all their other studies, allowing CIA’s expansive
Christology to inform and infuse every other theological topic and
textbook they might tackle.
The governing board was convinced that if during their seminary days
students became sufficiently captivated by CIA’s kind of perspective on Jesus
— its unrelenting focus on the extraordinary nature of his person and the
decisive dynamics of his life-giving sovereignty — this prerequisite point of
view would continue to dominate all other ways they would minister for
Christ the rest of their lives.
The school envisioned waves of graduates going forth determined to give
the Lord Jesus unmitigated preeminence in everything, infusing the
Christians they serve with the very same persuasion.
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The truths of Christ’s supremacy, they concluded, must become the starting
point and ending point for how future pastors equip believers to study and
apply Scripture, or to practice the discipline of prayer, or to walk out daily
obedience to the Master and to share the gospel with neighbors.

Bifocals Guaranteed to Bless
With this desired outcome in mind, I titled my additional introductory
chapter “We Need King Jesus Glasses.”
In it, I described for church shepherds (whether in China or anywhere else)
a unique pair of invisible bifocals designed to equip Christ followers to view
reality (including ministry) in two essential directions at the same time.
First, these sacred lenses serve to provide an uncommonly lofty view of our
Lord Jesus himself, helping Christians survey with greater clarity all he
embodies as the unparalleled, unrivaled King of kings.
But, I pointed out, concurrently as bifocals they are designed to equip us to
see all the rest of life through the wonders of the lordship of Jesus —
interpreting the world around us, and more specifically the entire Christian
life, based on how the ascended Son of God is manifesting himself daily as
mediatory monarch over every aspect of who we are and what we’re about.
By constantly focusing congregations on the all-prevailing sovereignty and
sufficiency and saving power of the Christ, I wrote to my readers, pastors
would ensure that members increasingly and consistently define everyday
existence by Jesus’ larger, eternal kingdom agenda.
In Mere Christianity, C. S. Lewis describes his bifocal experience this way:
I believe in Christianity as I believe the sun has risen,
not just because I see it, but because by it I see everything else.
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The rationale for finding and putting on our King Jesus Glasses might then
be summed up by paraphrasing Lewis’ observation to read like this:
Christians believe in Jesus Christ
not only because we see him ascended and active as Lord of all,
but also because we see everything else in the universe as it really is
through the lens of his spectacular supremacy.

Dream Along With Me
Are you ready to start enjoying a multitude of blessings that flow from
looking at Jesus for all he’s worth today while simultaneously looking
through Jesus for all he’s about today?
If your bifocals are in position, dream along with me. It’s a mental exercise
I’ve encouraged Christian leaders everywhere to try.
How rejuvenated might believers become if they were enabled to see
everything in direct relationship to Christ himself, in view of his spectacular
supremacy right now?
In other words, what if all things — weekly activities inside our churches;
small groups working on growth in discipleship; securing moral victories in
daily relationships; pursuing kingdom outreach in the marketplace; missions
to plant churches among the nations; efforts at healing the poverty in our
cities; mounting redemptive responses to world events like famine;
solidifying the battlefront facing the challenges of spiritual warfare — were
viewed as directly and continuously engaged with the forever alive, fully
active, fiercely advocating, forwardly advancing, fervently adored Son of
God? How much more exciting — how much more fulfilling — could any
walk with Christ become for those who tackle life like this day after day?
Dream with me about just one individual congregation whose members join
hands to pursue in every way possible total involvement with God’s Son as
the sovereign, salvaging, shepherding, sending Savior of heaven and earth.
How much more alive would such a fellowship of visionaries become if they
had hearts that burned together for Christ and his kingdom?
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Biblically speaking, this “dreaming exercise” represents the approach to life
God desires for all of his people; it is to define our lifestyle all of the time. As
Scripture puts it in Colossians 3:
If you are then “risen” with Christ, reach out for the highest gifts of
Heaven, where your master reigns in power. Give your heart to the
heavenly things, not to the passing things of earth. For, as far as this
world is concerned, you are already dead, and your true life is a
hidden one in Christ (PHILLIPS).
In the Mandarin introduction to CIA I noted for my readers that the transformative repercussions of this radically renovating perspective on the
exaltedness of Jesus are incalculable — whether for worshiping on Sundays,
or building community, or promoting Christian unity among churches, or
deepening individual spiritual vitality, or accelerating the witness of the
gospel among the unreached.
Of course, this all-inclusive paradigm for life in Christ isn’t just for Chinese
Christians; it belongs to believers of every tongue, of every place, of every
generation.

Is It Time For An Eye Exam?
Do you recall Jesus’ diagnosis of the well-known Laodicean church in
Revelation 3? Remember how his heart broke over this visually impoverished
congregation as he appealed to them (and through them to all of us) to let
him heal their vision so they might rouse, regain focus, and realize that he
was no longer active with them; he had ceased working among them! He
put it like this:
You are poor, blind and naked. So here’s my advice . . . buy from me
healing lotion to put on your eyes. Then you will be able to see . . . If
anyone hears my voice and opens the door, I will come in.

I wonder: How would Jesus diagnose the eyesight of your church? How
would he critique your members’ sharpness of sight for his spectacular
supremacy? Would he recommend immediate application of what he
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offered the Laodiceans — a celestially potent eye salve for restoring to saints
a full recognition of their Savior and his readiness to reoccupy them with his
ascended glory?
From what I’ve seen during decades of circulating throughout the Body of
Christ, I’m convinced millions of believers today are sick and tired of
stumbling along because of their Christological myopia. Millions are eager
for Jesus’ healing balm to be applied to their desolation of vision.
They’re determined to do whatever it takes to locate and permanently put
on their King Jesus Glasses.
Are you one of them?
“Heaven’s Optometrist,” the Holy Spirit, stands able, willing and ready to
make this happen.
God has shown these things to us through his Spirit. The Spirit
understands all things. He understands even the deep things of God
. . . We have received the Spirit who is from God. The Spirit helps us
understand what God has freely given us . . . we have the mind of
Christ (1 Corinthians 2).

Appointments are immediately available.
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More Attention to the Ascension

Here’s a question I’ll bet no one has ever asked you:
Of the rich spectrum of biblical doctrines underpinning the historic Christian
faith, which truth do you think may be the most widely neglected teaching
within the contemporary Church — particularly among nearly three-quarters
of a billion Christians who make up the global evangelical movement?
Could it be the Trinity? The Atonement? The Second Coming? The role of
miracles? Moral purity?
Actually, across the Body of Christ, believers are regularly exposed to all of
these topics, Sunday after Sunday. But something crucial is missing. What is
it?
Here’s my answer: It’s the doctrine of the Ascension. Does that surprise you?
Consider this: Within most congregations how often do you think members
ever hear someone bring a teaching centered on the ascension of God’s Son?
When was the last time your church set aside an entire Sunday to highlight
the day Jesus was enthroned in heaven in the way same way we celebrate
Advent and Easter?
The New Testament, on the other hand, makes it clear that the Ascension
loomed large over Jesus’ final days with his disciples, and subsequently
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resurfaced as a prevalent theme in the book of Acts and also in many of the
epistles. Should it not, therefore, loom large for us? If there is a general
neglect of this doctrine by our generation, should that not give us pause?

Delay Followed by Coronation Day
For a number of weeks following his resurrection, Jesus postponed his
foretold departure to the Father. To his followers’ amazement, he remained
on location, in resurrection glory, to invest an additional forty days
equipping them for future ministry. Throughout those weeks, we’re told, he
unpacked deeper teachings on God’s kingdom, which the disciples were
now able to grasp in much clearer terms in the light of his sufferings and
triumphs (Acts 1, Luke 24, John 20-21).
Foremost, through this unique super-seminar, Jesus was preparing them to
follow through on the world-shaking revelation they were about to witness
on their “graduation” day, which was also Jesus’ Coronation Day — the day
when all authority in heaven and on earth was bestowed on him in
perpetuity; when he was elevated by the Father to the divine dais, enthroned
before saints and angels as sovereign over all.
About that unprecedented moment, Scripture records in Luke 24:
He told them, “This is what is written. The Messiah will suffer. He will
rise from the dead on the third day. His followers will preach in his
name. They will tell others to turn away from their sins and be
forgiven. People from every nation will hear it . . . Jesus led his
disciples out to the area near Bethany. Then he lifted up his hands and
blessed them. While he was blessing them, he left them. He was taken
up into heaven. Then they worshiped him. With great joy, they returned
to Jerusalem. Every day they went to the temple, praising God
(emphasis added).

Acts 1 expands on the same event:
. . . he was taken up to heaven. The apostles watched until a cloud hid
him from their sight . . . Suddenly two men dressed in white clothing
stood beside them. “Men of Galilee, they said, “why do you stand here
looking at the sky? Jesus has been taken away from you into heaven.
But he will come back in the same way you saw him go.”

By that magnificent cosmic shift, the band of Jesus’ followers was confronted
with dramatic discoveries about the true nature and nobleness of God’s
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exalted Son, insights they would handle and proclaim with unfading wonder
the rest of their lives.
Decades later, for example, the apostle John, who had stood on the Mount
of Olives years earlier and witnessed that royal processional, required
apocalyptic imagery to sum up the profound impact of that great day:
The Woman gave birth to a Son
who will shepherd all nations with an iron rod.
Her Son was seized and placed safely
before God on his Throne . . .
Then I heard a strong voice out of Heaven saying,
“Salvation and power are established!
Kingdom of our God, authority of his Messiah!”
(Revelation 12, MSG).

Celebrating the Inaugurating!
Today as God’s consecrated, crowned, universal Mediator, His Royal Majesty,
the Lord Jesus Christ, continues to actively exercise global jurisdiction. His
reign is so extensive we can be assured there’s not one square inch of planet
earth — including the deepest secrets of every heart — over which he does
not assert the claim: “I am King of kings and Lord of lords even there!”
Jesus ascended! All royal enthronements of history combined could never
excel that one. It is the preeminent imperial investiture of all time.
Jesus ascended! That one historical event, in time and space and history,
carried with it eternal consequences that the redeemed will never cease
recounting in sheer amazement.
Jesus ascended! That one historical act formed the decisive turning point of
the ages, pregnant with the promise of deliverance for all creation, to which
our only valid response must be unbridled jubilation.
Jesus ascended! That one unrepeatable hour became the capstone of his
ministry, the culmination of every other facet of his redeeming work that is
saluted by the Church through liturgy and sacraments and holy days and
treasured rituals.
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Jesus ascended! That one phenomenal transaction ratified and certified and
magnified, once and for all, the man and the mission of the Son of God, and
established him over the Church as our everlasting Savior and Supreme
Commander.
Jesus ascended! That one infinite initiative within the total enterprise of our
eternal salvation confirms to all of us that the scope of his sway will forever
dominate us and is irreplaceable, irreducible, irreversible.
Jesus ascended! That one heavenly investiture forms the apex for which our
Lord descended into our world in the first place. As Scripture recounts:
. . . he also came down to the lower, earthly places.
The one who came down is the same one who went up.
He went up higher than all the heavens.
He did it in order to fill all creation
(Ephesians 4, emphasis added).
Note that phrase: “in order to fill all creation.”
Right now Jesus is filling the universe with his sovereignty, with his
residency, with his activity — with his glory.
One day soon, however, he will fill even the darkest, deadliest corners of the
universe with the majesty of his manifested majestic presence, so that all
things above and below will give their full attention to the Ascension —
forever. As the Bible clearly states:
So God lifted him up to the highest place. God gave him the name
that is above every name. When the name of Jesus is spoken,
everyone will kneel down to worship him. Everyone in heaven and
on earth and under the earth will kneel down to worship him.
Everyone’s mouth will say that Jesus Christ is Lord. And God the
Father will receive the glory (Philippians 2).
That’s why, considering how important Jesus’ coronation was to his mission,
we ought to wonder: Why is there so little attention to the Ascension
throughout the Church today?
Surely, right now whatever is issuing forth from Jesus as he resides on the
throne of heaven should prevail over and pervade throughout everything
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that matters to believers everywhere — in our churches, in our ministries, in
our marriages, in our outreaches, in our daily obedience to him.
How much longer will this history-changing, reality-altering event — with
its remarkable revelation of the Son for all he is today — be allowed to
remain sidelined in our life together?
As you know, the worldwide Christian family enjoys memorializing other key
junctures in God’s plan of redemption, as we highlight various sacred
highpoints in Jesus’ ministry. So, why should we not do the same with the
Ascension?
We embellish Christmas with candlelight services to honor Jesus’ birth. At
Lent we fast to focus on his costly defeat of the flesh and the devil. His
atoning death on the cross we solemnly recall on Good Friday. His
triumphant destruction of death we designate with fanfare on Easter. His
empowering of the Church for mission we observe as Pentecost Sunday.
Should not a similarly pivotal event — our King’s enthronement — at the
very least get some form of an annual recital?
Can you imagine how your walk with Christ would suffer if the Church largely
ignored the truths behind Advent, Epiphany, Ash Wednesday, Palm Sunday,
Maundy Thursday and all the others? What, then, do you think is the
negative impact of our long-term amnesia about the event that
consummated with Jesus’ installment at God’s right hand to begin his
proactive kingship among us, bringing with it everlasting consequences?
Thankfully, we don’t need to start from scratch. The Ascension appears on
the religious calendars of some Church bodies (Catholics, Anglicans,
Orthodox, Lutherans). Technically, it is designated as a holy day observed
seven weeks after Easter. Some traditions also set aside a Sunday later in the
liturgical calendar called Christ the King Sunday, to amplify how Jesus is Lord
over all.
However, to ignite throughout the Church a wholesale, unified, global
retention of the Ascension — giving it the attention it deserves — we need
to do more than secure some “official” annual commemoration date.
Rather, an army of God’s people need to find a wholehearted passion for
restoring this neglected doctrine — the same passion we’d have if a moment
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ago we ourselves stood on the slopes outside Jerusalem watching Jesus’
breathtaking dispatch unfold.
In a sense, for the Father who knows the end from the beginning, it really did
just happen!

A Call for an “Ascension Reformation”
It’s time to pay more attention to the Ascension. We need nothing less than
an “Ascension Reformation”!
Of course, we must consistently maintain the centrality of the cross. With
Paul we confess, “May I never boast except in the cross of our Lord Jesus
Christ” (Galatians 6). However, the cross and the crown are now permanently
inseparable, just as Hebrews 1 reminds us:
He provided the way for people to be made pure from sin.
Then he sat down at the right hand of the King, the Majesty in heaven.
So he became higher than the angels.
The name he received is more excellent than theirs
(emphasis added).
When someone is baptized by water into the death, burial, and resurrection
of Christ (Romans 6), they also are raised up with Christ to sit with him in the
realms of heaven (Ephesians 2). That’s throne language. The transaction of
baptism, in other words, is ratified by the Ascension. Notice how 1 Peter 3
links baptism into Christ with the exaltation of Christ:
The waters of baptism do that for you,
not by washing away dirt from your skin
but by presenting you through Jesus’ resurrection
before God with a clear conscience.
Jesus has the last word
on everything and everyone, from angels to armies.
He’s standing right alongside God, and what he says goes
(MSG, emphasis added).
Again, my plea: It’s time to pay more attention to the Ascension.
We need nothing less than an “Ascension Reformation.”
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Weekly Sunday school classes and Sunday morning sermons may expound
on practical Christian living, teaching that our character and our actions
need to line up with those of Jesus. This has value.
But where is the other teaching, the prior teaching — the emphasis on Jesus’
character, and his actions, and his current reign extending from the throne?
We need curricula on discipleship that helps believers respond to who and
where our King is at this very hour — how he thinks, what he is up to, where
he’s moving, and how he is ministering and triumphing. Such a larger vision
is essential for effective, victorious Christian living.
The Church must hear a whole lot more about the unbeatable synergy
between daily discipleship to Christ and the continuing dominion of Christ.
Consider how Paul interfaces the two in Ephesians 2:
He took our sin-dead lives and made us alive in Christ . . .
Then he picked us up and set us down in highest heaven
in company with Jesus, our Messiah.
Now God has us where he wants us,
with all the time in this world and the next
to shower grace and kindness upon us in Christ Jesus . . .
He creates each of us by Christ Jesus
to join him in the work he does,
the good work he has gotten ready for us to do,
work we had better be doing
(MSG, emphasis added).
Yes, it’s time to pay more attention to the Ascension. We need nothing
less than an “Ascension Reformation.”
Every year denominations and ministry organizations sponsor hundreds of
high-level assemblies, seminars, convocations, and conferences. We meet to
address pressing topics, such as racial reconciliation, personal evangelism,
church growth, end times preparations, leadership principles, kingdomstyled social justice, city/community gospel movements, spiritual gifts and
empowerment, challenges in world missions, the need for national revival
— as well as to hear experts exchange academic persuasions on the most
current theological debates.
All of this is well and good in its proper place.
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But what about Jesus our King, installed at the right hand of the Father? Why
don’t our conversations engage much more with the incomparable,
incontrovertible inauguration of God’s Messiah, with all of the powerful
implications it brings for every other theme we have gathered to address?
If at this moment Jesus on the throne is the single greatest reality defining
the fortunes of the universe — and it is — should it not comprise the hottest
topic in our seminars and our sermons? Not the only topic, of course. But at
least the hottest topic!
Instead, too often we talk around him rather than talk about him.

How About a Convocation on the
Coronation?
I wonder what would happen if Christian leaders convened for three days
specifically to explore the wider dimensions of Christ’s coronation? What if
they tried to relate multiple facets of his supremacy to the major doctrines
and designs of Christian faith and discipleship with the goal to unpack a
biblical perspective on God’s Son that incorporates the profound
implications of the Apostle’s Creed where it says: “He ascended into heaven
and sits on the right hand of God, the Father Almighty, from where he shall come
to judge the living and the dead”?
Such a historic convocation could launch a modern day reformation
movement — a spiritual revolution throughout the Church that is fueled by
the reclamation of a greater, grander, more glorious Christology — a
Christology expanded and deepened by the robust ramifications of his
coronation, a Christology that reignites wide-sweeping passion for the reign
of Christ and every expression of his kingship today.
An Ascension Reformation. Today. Beginning with a convocation on the
Coronation.
Quite honestly, my whole adult life has been devoted to fostering and
serving nothing less than such a movement — what I often refer to as a
“Christ Awakening movement.” Christ Is NOW! was written precisely to widen
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the vision of God’s Son among God’s people in readiness for an Ascension
reformation that we cultivate and nurture together.
This movement can begin here and now with a “reformation” inside our
hearts, as each of us gives increased attention to the Ascension — and to the
Son whose spectacular supremacy blazed two millennia ago on his
coronation day.
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Hear the Royal Decree!

Do you know that every year the entire population of Norway observes
Ascension Day?
Surprising as it may be, this official holiday appears annually on their
national calendar, a vestigial custom left over from centuries of Lutheran
indoctrination.
Unfortunately, the vast majority of Norwegians (mostly unchurched) have
little idea what the holiday actually stands for. Nonetheless, every worker
happily welcomes it since it provides a mandated paid vacation day! Who
wouldn’t want that?
However, this 24-hour fringe benefit exists light years from the true blessings
awaiting God’s people because of Jesus’ ascension — as we began to explore
in the previous meditation.
In fact — and this may shock some readers — the consequences of the
coronation of our Savior are so extensive we are compelled to conclude:
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Without the ascension of Jesus
everything else he did for our salvation
would be rendered null and void!
Null and void?
Yes. In the final analysis, if Jesus had not gone up on high, everything he
did down below would have been rendered incomplete, insufficient,
ineffectual — that is, inadmissible.
The entirety of our salvation stands or falls on whether the Father was willing
to publicly ratify every facet of Jesus’ redemptive mission for us — free to
declare unequivocally, without reservation or qualification, his unconditional
approval, both about his Son as well as to his Son.
Think of this divine imprimatur as the Father’s “Royal Decree.”

Decreed to Be “the Christ” Forever
The Father’s decree brings with it a very special title — “the Christ” —
reserved for all eternity to be bestowed at just the right moment upon one
and only one person.
As you know by now, “Christ” is not Jesus’ surname. Someone would never
introduce him to an audience as “Mr. Christ.” Rather, it’s the signature
designation that links him directly with his role as Lord of the universe.
Over five hundred times in the New Testament, Jesus is referred to as “the
Christ” — which literally means (from the Greek) “the Anointed One” or “the
Appointed One.” Both the Hebrew Old Testament and the Greek New
Testament employ this title to designate the person God finally “sets apart”
to assume forever the position of highest honor in his kingdom.
This title brings with it a commission: The Christ is to assume unrestricted
dominion for all time to come, to bring about the culmination of the
promises and prophecies and purposes of the Father — including how they
are advanced in the 21st century.
As many have suggested, Christians really should respell history as “His Story.”
Seen from the throne room, all events both past and present are being
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woven together by the triune God around the Son so as to keep everyone
and every event, in every place and every age, moving onward and upward
— that is, moving Christ-ward (even though temporarily most people remain
either oblivious of or overtly resistant to this glorious, divine drama).
Best of all, for followers of the Christ, our individual lives also keep moving
Christ-ward, as Colossians 3 reminds us:
Since, then, you have been raised with Christ, set your hearts on
things above, where Christ is, seated at the right hand of God. Set
your minds on things above, not on earthly things. For you died, and
your life is now hidden with Christ in God (NIV, emphasis added).

The Royal Decree as Proclaimed by
the Early Church
To magnify Jesus as the Christ, the early church rallied around one specific
biblical text about Jesus — a passage we might designate as God’s official
“Royal Decree” about his Son.
I’m referring to the Old Testament pronouncement quoted or referenced in
the New Testament more frequently than any other, and by almost all of its
writers. This one edict explains why earthly authorities are dismissed as mere
pretenders to the throne.
Remember that after Jesus had departed, the Old Testament provided firstcentury believers the only source of inspired writings to which they could
turn to interpret God’s saving activities that were exploding throughout the
newly launched Christian movement.
As they did, what passage do you think the early church went back to more
often than any other? In the midst of the gospel’s advance, of all the
thousands of verses of the Hebrew scriptures from which the apostles could
have preached in order to explain to God’s people the person of God’s Son
and the priorities of his kingdom, what one text do you think they returned
to time and time again?
This is more than a quiz. Nailing the truth of this text is vital. In it resides the
singular insight disciples prized most to help them sum up God’s plan of
salvation through Jesus. Therefore, its truth has become decisive for
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subsequent generations engaging with the reign of Christ.
The passage?

See His Supremacy: Psalm 110
Surprisingly, Psalm 110 one of the briefest of all the Psalms, comprising only
eleven verses. So why did this portion of Scripture achieve dominance
among New Testament Christians? Could it have something to do with the
proactive nature of the vision with which it opens — with its decree?
We read:
The LORD says to my lord: “Sit at my right hand
until I make your enemies a footstool for your feet.”
The LORD will extend your mighty scepter from Zion, saying,
“Rule in the midst of your enemies!”
(NIV, emphasis added)
One thing was immediately clear to first-century Jesus followers: This ancient
hymn foretold the ascension of Jesus. Note how the active verbs — sit, make,
extend, rule — relate to someone taking a throne. These verses foreshadow
Jesus raised on high, actively ruling and prevailing as Lord of all, both for his
own people (“Your troops will be willing on your day of battle, arrayed in
holy majesty,” verse 3) as well as among the peoples of earth (“He will crush
kings . . . He will judge nations,” verses 5-6).
In the mandate of Psalm 110, the Father ordains the reign of his Son to
flourish unabated, forever. As much as any other Scripture, this hymn fulfills
— or better yet, it fills full — the significance of the royal title reserved for
Jesus alone: “the Christ.” Its poetry reinforces for God’s people how the Father
is working to coalesce everything under his Messiah, reconstituting even his
enemies into a “footstool” destined to complement the throne from which
Messiah presides.
During his earthly career, the Master himself recited this Scripture when he
confronted swarms of resistive religious leaders, quoting its assertions to
confound them because it required them to deal with the biblical basis of
his claims to be Messiah and Lord over all — especially over them (see
Matthew 22).
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Following suit, most New Testament writers laced their works with quotes
from or references to Psalm 110, prevalent especially in Acts, Ephesians,
Colossians, Hebrews, and Revelation.
However, here’s what is most intriguing about this prime prophecy that is so
foundational to how first-century churches thought about Jesus: It mentions
nothing about his incarnation, or crucifixion, or resurrection — as utterly
essential as all three are to our salvation.
Instead, it focuses exclusively on the unparalleled enthronement of Jesus in
heaven — the one paramount event that sovereignly sealed for God’s
people the full ramifications of his incarnation, crucifixion, and resurrection.
His coronation as the Christ unleashed into both Church and cosmos the
everlasting benefits of all other aspects of Christ’s redemptive work. In other
words:
Without the ascension of Jesus
everything else he did for our salvation
would be rendered null and void!
Perhaps that’s why in Acts 2, as Peter preaches the first recorded sermon of
the Christian movement, he drives his message steadily toward the
Ascension, making it the core of his climactic appeal (to which 3000
responded in saving faith) by quoting, in conclusion, from Psalm 110:
Exalted to the right hand of God, he has received from the Father the
promised Holy Spirit and has poured out what you now see and hear.
For David did not ascend to heaven, and yet he said, “The Lord said
to my Lord: Sit at my right hand until I make your enemies a footstool
for your feet.” Therefore let all Israel be assured of this: God has made
this Jesus, whom you crucified, both Lord and Messiah [Christ].

Since that hour, the saints in heaven and on earth continue to rejoice in the
declaration of Psalm 110 about God’s Messiah, the Lord Jesus Christ — a
manifesto never to be revised or rescinded or replaced.
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Hear the Royal Decree. . . Expressed in
Other Words
Let’s close this meditation by expanding on the themes of Psalm 110 and
reflecting on their implications as spelled out by a multitude of New
Testament teachings.
Picture yourself there with the disciples on that matchless day when, as
Luke 24 reports: “He lifted up his hands and blessed them. While he was
blessing them, he left them. He was taken up into heaven. Then they
worshiped him.” Then imagine the Father welcoming our Savior with
these words:

Hear the Royal Decree!
Come up here, my dearly loved Son, and sit beside me
on the throne of heaven.
You are the one person in the entire cosmos with whom
I am unconditionally pleased.
I’m wholly satisfied with all you have accomplished.
What you have achieved to fulfill our eternal plan, by your
incarnation, crucifixion, and resurrection,
is thoroughly complete and fully sufficient for the salvation of my people.
The perfection of your mission of redemption ensures
the Consummation for all creation.

Hear the Royal Decree!
Come up here, my dearly loved Son, and sit beside me
on the throne of heaven.
Put on the royal diadem. Let me anoint you and crown you as
Prince of Peace and Ruler of all.
To you alone belongs the place of preeminence, preserved
for you from the foundation of the world.
You are supreme in all things! You are the end and goal of all things.
One day soon every knee will bow to you, and every tongue will confess
that you are Lord and Christ, which will only serve to focus
all eyes on my glory!
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Hear the Royal Decree!
Come up here, my dearly loved Son, and sit beside me on the throne
of heaven.
Reign throughout all creation and in every nation.
Reign on behalf of all whom you have redeemed.
Reign until you defeat every enemy, the last enemy being death itself.
Pour out the Spirit of power and revelation as the
primary extension of your ascension.
He will bring your saving victories into every place and
among every tongue and peoples.
Out of the domains of darkness he will transfer a
host of sinners into your kingdom,
called and assembled by your gospel from every corner of the globe;
reconciled by your cleansing blood and filled with your risen life;
folded into your anointed, abounding dominion to thrive in you forever.
Come up here, my dearly loved Son, and sit beside me
on the throne of heaven!
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Seated and Supreme

The 1953 coronation of Queen Elizabeth II, the longest reigning monarch in
British history, had to be postponed for a customary year of mourning for
the King (her father) before she was allowed to officially replace him. Even
then, preparations for the regal festivities took sixteen months, requiring a
phalanx of committees and servants to get the job done.
Sadly, despite all the royal embellishments on her day of enthronement,
Queen Elizabeth found herself the sovereign of a once mighty empire that
was rapidly disintegrating before her eyes. What had been the 19th century’s
commercial and military behemoth, the United Kingdom was already
shrinking to only ten countries out of a former commonwealth upon which
the sun never set.
How utterly unlike that queen’s transition to power was the exaltation of the
most magnificent monarch of all times, His Royal Majesty, King Jesus!
For starters, the death that preceded his installment happened to be his own
— for the sins of the world, no less! Nor was there any delay in the jubilations
the day Jesus ascended on high. Heaven’s hosts greeted his triumphant
return to glory with praises that have never ceased, continuing unabated to
this very hour (as we see in Revelation 4-5).
Today, Christ’s “Commonwealth” (which means a place rich in blessings
shared equally by all who are in it) stretches around the globe and out to the
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farthest edges of the universe as well — every square inch under the shadow
of his saving scepter.
Already his subjects are so vast in number that they cannot be counted,
consisting of a full spectrum of humankind, a communion of saints filling
earth and heaven — which continues to swell by countless thousands every
passing day! See Revelation 7:9-17 for more on this.
When all is said and done, one outcome stands sure: Jesus is now and forever
seated and supreme.

Magisterial Passages on His Prevailing
Position of Preeminence
Not only in Psalm 110 (which we reflected on in the previous meditation)
but throughout Scripture inspiring testimonies abound that focus on the
primacy of Christ today, painting him as nothing less than the “Potentate of
Nations” — a position that was firmly authorized by his ascension.
Let’s sample a few of them, which like Psalm 110, similarly emphasize Jesus’
kingship. Let’s start with the passage Jesus himself employed when his claim
to be the Messiah, the Son of God, was challenged by the Sanhedrin at his
late night trial.
”You have said so,” Jesus replied.
“But I say to all of you:
From now on you will see the Son of Man
sitting at the right hand of the Mighty One
and coming on the clouds of heaven”
(Matthew 26, NIV, emphasis added).
Scholars agree that by using such graphic imagery, Jesus pointed his
accusers to Daniel 7 where Messiah’s everlasting reign was foretold with
similar words:
In my vision I saw
one who looked like a son of man.
He was coming with the clouds of heaven.
He approached the Eternal God.
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He was led right up to him.
And he was given authority, glory and a kingdom.
People of all nations, no matter what language they spoke, worshiped
him.
His authority will last forever. It will not pass away.
His kingdom will never be destroyed
(emphasis added).
In other words, Jesus told them he was about to be seated and supreme.
Another preview of his forthcoming rule is captured in Psalm 72:
God, give the king the ability to judge fairly.
He is your royal son.
Help him to do what is right.
May he rule your people in the right way . . .
May he save the children of those who are in need.
May he crush those who treat others badly . . .
May he rule for all time to come . . .
May all kings bow down to him.
May all nations serve him
(emphasis added).
Once again, Jesus was destined to be seated and supreme.
Centuries after David wrote those words, Zechariah (chapter 9) expanded on
the same vision with such specificity that the Gospels confirm his predictions
as fulfilled, at least preliminarily, when Jesus offered himself to Israel as their
king as he rode into Jerusalem the week before he was crucified:
City of Zion, be full of joy!
People of Jerusalem, shout!
See, your king comes to you.
He always does what is right.
He has won the victory.
He is humble and riding on a donkey.
He is sitting on a donkey’s colt . . .
I will break the bows that are used in battle.
Your king will announce peace to the nations.
He will rule from ocean to ocean.
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His kingdom will reach from the Euphrates River
to the ends of the earth.
I will set your prisoners free
from where their enemies are keeping them.
I will do it because of the blood
that put into effect my covenant with you
(emphasis added).
Bottom line? Jesus’ mission would climax with him seated and
supreme.
To no one’s surprise then, the New Testament writers expand extensively on
Jesus’ lofty destination, chronicling his crowning from many angles. For
instance, brand new believers in Asia Minor were told:
God seated [Christ] at his right hand in his heavenly kingdom.
There Christ sits far above all who rule and have authority.
He also sits far above all powers and kings.
He is above every name that is appealed to
in this world and in the world to come.
God placed all things under Christ’s rule.
He appointed him to be ruler over everything for the church
(Ephesians 1, emphasis added).
In another robust epistle addressed primarily to Jewish-Christian congregations, the foundational prologue reads:
He provided the way for people to be made pure from sin.
Then he sat down
at the right hand of the King, the Majesty in heaven.
So he became higher than the angels.
The name he received is more excellent than theirs
(Hebrews 1, emphasis added).
That claim links beautifully with what Paul shared with the tiny church in
Colossae:
For [the Father] has rescued us from the dominion of darkness
and brought us into the kingdom of the Son he loves,
in whom we have redemption, the forgiveness of sins.
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The Son is the image of the invisible God,
the firstborn over all creation . . .
all things have been created through him and for him.
He is before all things,
and in him all things hold together . . .
he is the beginning and the firstborn from among the dead
so that in everything he might have the supremacy
(Colossians 1, NIV, emphasis added).
It comes as no surprise that in full accord with these passages the last book
of the Bible declares confidently:
The kingdom of the world has become
the kingdom of our Lord
and of his Christ.
He will rule for ever and ever
(Revelation 11, emphasis added).
Eternally, Jesus will remain seated and regaled as supreme.
Marvelous, as well, are the personal implications that result from his active
ascendancy, such as:
God himself has given us right standing with himself.
Who then will condemn us?
No one – for Christ Jesus died for us
and was raised to life for us, and
he is sitting in the place of honor
at God’s right hand, pleading for us
(Romans 8, NLT, emphasis added).
Scores of scriptural testimonies to the sovereignty of the Son are distilled
nicely into this one verse in 1 Corinthians 1:8:
Yet for us there is but one God, the Father,
who is the source of all things, and we exist for Him;
and one Lord, Jesus Christ,
by whom are all things [that have been created],
and we [believers exist and have life and have been redeemed]
through Him
(AMP, emphasis added).
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Behold the “Wow” of Christ Now!
This brief biblical survey provides mere preliminary peeks at the glory of the
royalty of our Redeemer. One day soon his glory will be placed on full display
universally. Before long his imperial resplendency, which belongs to him
alone, will be revealed to all at the hour of his return, when we behold him
face to face as triumphant King — which, may I remind you, every one of us
really will experience!
Doing double duty, however, many passages related to the end times
amplify a lot of who our Lord Jesus is to us right now — not just who he was,
not just who he will be, but rather who he is — today.
They testify to the undiminished weightiness of Jesus’ reputation and Jesus’
occupation in the Kingdom. He possesses the full measure of esteem
currently that he will maintain ten thousand years from now.
Hundreds of verses exalt the One who, without interruption since his inauguration, takes charge today of all divine activity transpiring around the throne
as well as all divine works unleashed from the throne — just what you’d
expect from a King who already has been permanently anointed and
installed, already seated and supreme for two thousand years.
And so, it should not seem inappropriate or trivial to refer to the glory of the
ascended Lord Jesus, who is vigorously taking charge with all authority in
heaven and earth (Matthew 28), as “the wow of Christ now!”
“Wow!” It’s a well-worn word, to be sure, but it provides a contemporary ring,
a worshipful cheer that Christians may joyfully shout as we march together
in Jesus’ royal procession, chanting as we go:
Wow! We celebrate you, Lord Jesus,
seated and supreme before the Father right now!
Wow! We marvel at you, Lord Jesus, sovereign in the
salvation of your people right now!
Wow! We bow down before you, Lord Jesus,
King forever just as you are King right now!
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Wow! The very thought of you reigning in our hearts and in our midst,
while at the same time occupying the throne of the universe,
makes us want to throw open our lives to you, for more of you.
We welcome you to conqueror us and fill us afresh
with the fullness of all you are today,
as willing captives in the compass of your coronation.
The “wow” of Christ now! This should be how we revel in Jesus on the annual
Ascension Day and every day of the year!
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Base Camp or Mountaintop?
The Choice We All Must Make

Then, calling the crowd to join his disciples, he said,
“If any of you wants to be my follower,
you must give up your own way,
take up your cross, and follow me.
If you try to hang on to your life, you will lose it.
But if you give up your life
for my sake and for the sake of the Good News,
you will save it
(Mark 8, NLT).
The time has come for more than a few of us to pull up stakes and
tackle life’s most thrilling trek.
The one with Jesus. The one that leads us into more of Jesus.
It’s the climb that takes us from the base camp to the mountaintop.
It’s the adventure meant for every true Jesus follower. It’s the journey that
transports us above and beyond the bivouac where we enjoy initial spiritual
comforts, where too many of us would rather settle down.
It’s the challenge of leaving the launch site to scale to the summit, to fully
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experience the magnificent vistas found in God’s Son — to pursue the heart
of who Jesus is, where he’s headed, what he’s doing, and how he gets
blessed.
The truth is that every believer began treading up the mountain the moment
the Father “rescued us from the dominion of darkness and brought us into
the kingdom of the Son he loves” (Colossians 1, NIV). Now our mandate is
simply to keep moving — to continue climbing up the King’s highway as
those forever destined to remain “seated with him in the heavenly realms in
Christ Jesus” (Ephesians 2, NIV).
Here’s how Paul responded to this challenge:
I have not yet received all these things. I have not yet reached my
goal. Christ Jesus took hold of me so that I could reach that goal. So I
keep pushing myself forward to reach it . . . here is the one thing I do. I
forget what is behind me. I push hard toward what is ahead of me. I
push myself forward toward the goal to win the prize. God has
appointed me to win it. The heavenly prize is Christ Jesus himself
(Philippians 3, emphasis added).

Sustaining such spiritual ambition requires us to clarify the distinction
between two terms familiar to most believers. Discerning that difference
helps determine how openly and eagerly and boldly we pursue the wonders
found in Christ.
One term is the centrality of Christ. The other is the supremacy of Christ.
The base camp metaphor depicts what Christians usually mean when we
talk about experiencing the “centrality” of Christ. The mountaintop, on the
other hand, pictures the role the “supremacy” of Christ ought to play for all
of us.
Here’s how I sort all of this out.

The Mountaintop of Christ’s Supremacy
As observed in the opening pages of this book, Thesaurus.com splurges on
synonyms for “supremacy.” Each one is readily applicable to who the Lord
Jesus is right now. In other words, when we declare him to be “supreme” we
mean that today he is (here it comes!):
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dominant. . . mighty. . . magisterial. . . flawless. . . commanding. . .
imperial. . . decisive. . . indomitable. . . superior. . . omnipotent. . .
preemptive. . . transcendent . . . preeminent. . . paramount. . . irreducible. . .
unimpeachable . . . unrivaled . . . unsurpassable. . . irreplaceable . . .
thoroughly sufficient . . . totally in charge. . . master over everything. . .
exalted above all
Put in current vernacular, “supremacy” affirms how amazingly awesome
Christ is now!
With these adjectives in mind, consider this working definition of
“supremacy” to which we’ll return shortly:
The SUPREMACY of Christ expresses
his right to keep me at the center of his life —
who he is,
where he is headed,
what he is doing,
and how he is blessed.
Scriptures like Colossians 3:1-4 remind us that all we are and all that we have
should be wrapped up in, passionate for, and focused on everything related
to Christ enthroned — in other words, lived out at the center of our Lord
Jesus Christ. “Your life is hidden with Christ in God,” Paul wrote.
The full extent of the preeminence and person and purposes of King Jesus
comprises our mountaintop destination.

The Base Camp of Christ’s Centrality
Contrast this perspective with the other concept regularly used in Christian
circles: “the centrality of Christ” — as when believers say, “Christ is (or should
be) the center of my life.”
“Centrality” may sound equivalent to — and is sometimes used
interchangeably with — “supremacy” when believers talk about their
relationship to the Savior. Applied at the practical day-to-day level, however,
the two terms often wind up expressing two very different approaches to
that relationship.
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Let me clarify by adapting the wording I just used to define supremacy so
as to create a definition for how the centrality of Christ is commonly viewed:
The CENTRALITY of Christ defines him
in terms of his role at the center of my life —
who I am,
where I am headed,
what I am doing,
and how I get blessed.
Without a doubt, Jesus should function as no less than the center of every
believer’s existence. No argument there.
However, new believers must quickly realize that when they come to Christ
they cease to function as the focal point of their lives. Jesus assumes
preeminence in every aspect of their daily walk.
When I hand him the keys to the front door of my life, he is never reticent to
get personally involved in my family, my church, my job, my ministry. The
moment I roll out the welcome mat, he walks right into my circumstances,
my struggles, my heartaches, my fears. Once I issue him my standing
invitation, he shows up to take charge of my plans, my ambitions, my
dreams, my hopes.
Absolutely, as Lord of all, Jesus does have every right to remain at the vortex
of every dimension of who I am, where I’m headed, what I’m doing, and how
I get blessed.
Let’s return to our metaphor. Let’s compare the centrality of Christ to the
routine of trekkers at a base camp who spend time organizing their gear
while being mentored by their Sherpa, as they ready themselves to engage
the heights of Mount Everest. In that sense, Jesus’ initial ministry at the
center of our lives creates a sort of “staging ground” for what lies ahead in
our growing relationship with him — that is, for our climb toward the
mountaintop.
But note: The base camp is not where Jesus intends for us to remain. From the
outset he fully expects us to move out of our tents as we scale upwards with
him into more — into more of him.
The problem arises when we would rather stay put — to settle in and keep
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warming ourselves around the fire singing “Kum Bah Yah” with fellow
believers, opting for the comfort zone of the base camp rather than taking
off on an exhilarating trek, reaching for the high places.

A Closer Look at the Two Options
Over time, those who choose to venture no further with Christ than what
they’ve experienced of him at the base camp end up dissatisfied and
disappointed, even disillusioned.
Staying behind to snuggle down with fellow campers, they miss the thrill of
the breathtaking panorama awaiting all who relocate to the feet of the King
sitting on his throne on high. They forfeit the wider, thicker, more exquisite
fellowship with him for which reborn hearts yearn — the joy of intimacy with
God’s Son in his supremacy.
To say it another way: When we believers choose to limit the lordship of
God’s Son to Jesus at the center of “who I am, where I’m going, what I’m
doing, and how I get blessed,” inevitably we divest discipleship of its true
significance. That’s because, you see, our identity and our destiny are meant
to be all about him, not about us!
We end up depriving ourselves of the fulfillment found only by those who
tackle the heights — who press into the center of who Christ is, where he’s
headed, what he’s doing, and how he gets blessed.
Far too many of us recast our walk with Jesus so that a constricted view of
Christ’s centrality becomes the endpoint of our quest — which means,
ultimately, life becomes primarily about ”me.”
We conclude (though not daring to say it as blatantly as this):
Jesus came into the world for me.
He will always be there for me,
constantly available to me,
as a ready resource for me,
ensuring maximum happiness for me,
always ready to respond to me,
to protect and deliver me,
in order to fulfill all that concerns me.
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Though we may openly confess a willingness to follow our Savior, deep
down we intend to go only as far as we sense we need him — that far and
no more. If we believers had the guts to get more honest with each other
we would soon admit that too often our commitment to Jesus reads along
this line (again, we would rarely state it this bluntly):
I’m committed to keeping Jesus at the center of my life as long as:
he enables me to become the person I want to be;
he helps me achieve my personal goals
in career, family, location, lifestyle, even ministry;
he empowers what I choose to do with my time
on the job, as a parent, serving church and community;
he keeps me prospering in the cradle of
good health, fruitful circumstances, and helpful relationships;
he functions as my guarantee that after this earthly
chapter is over I’ll enter into the joy and peace of everlasting life.
No matter how sincere our intentions may be to prove ourselves as dutiful
disciples, if we’re stuck with a confining “base camp” view of the role of Jesus
in our lives, our attempts to journey into unexplored grandeurs of the
splendor of Jesus will sputter and stall. Increasingly, we will find ourselves
content to remain housed at the base camp, settling for faint views of the
lofty ranges (of the fullness of Christ), scanned from a distance.
Try to imagine this, however:
What if our Sunday morning worship times rose from congregations already
overflowing with a growing, vibrant vision of the spectacular supremacy of
God’s Son today — already dwelling together with a mountaintop vision of
his majesty? What if our hymns of hallelujahs were sung by Christians
exploring and experiencing the reign of Christ on a daily basis?
Instead of looking for a blessing for ourselves at church next week, what if
our Sunday morning songs and prayers and testimonies would swell from a
shared, overriding passion to bless God’s Son — as we magnify the Person
behind his names; revel in demonstrations of his saving reign; stand in awe
at the spreading of his fame among the nations; become thrilled with the
fresh gains of his cross; rejoice over how his claims are being ratified in every
sphere of society?
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How inexpressibly tragic it is when any approach to living the Christian life
is traded for a pea-sized replica of the real thing, for a peripheral portrayal
of what it means to be fully alive to Christ and alive in Christ!
To be personal: How grievous it is if I become fixated on how Christ fits into
and benefits what I want rather than being wholeheartedly surrendered to
what he wants.
In Mark 8, Christ requires me to deny myself, pick up my cross, and follow
him — to lose my life for his name and for the gospel. My entire reason for
living is to be for HIM and him alone. He wants me to pour myself out for his
sake, his cause, his mission, his glory, his kingdom. He challenges me to invest
my time, talent, and treasure in proclaiming the good news that not only is
God’s Son redeeming everyone who trusts in him, but beyond that he’s
renovating the entire cosmos to bring glory to the Father.
He invites me to join him on an upward journey that leads me into more of
him. He himself wants to be the direction of my affection, so I invest “my
upmost for his highest” (Oswald Chambers).

Standing at Base Camp You Must Choose
What will you do? Will you choose to abandon your tent and press toward
the summit?
Will you choose to focus resolutely on Jesus as the Christ, to gain a view of
him that is extensive enough and captivating enough to compel you to enter
fully into his ascended life and his revolutionary reign?
Will you choose to nurture a growing familiarity with the splendor of his
eternal attributes — joining day by day with all of heaven in its singular
enterprise of exalting and exulting in the glory of God’s Son?
Will you choose the joy of discovering today what pleases him — what fulfills
the desires of his heart — and then act on your growing love for him?
Will you choose to give priority to the plans and purposes on his heart, the
greater ambitions of his high and holy mission — a mission that’s not for
your sake alone, but for the sake of spreading the message of his saving
power among many, many others, including the nearly two billion souls who
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at this moment have never heard — not once! — that Jesus Christ is Lord
of all?
In God in the Dock, C. S. Lewis nails the choice every Christian must make:
What are we to make of Christ? There is no question of what we can make
of Him, it is entirely a question of what He intends to make of us . . .
Others say, “This is the truth about the Universe. This is the way you
ought to go.” But Jesus says, “I am the Truth, and the Way, and the Life
. . . Try to retain your own life and you will be inevitably ruined. If
anything, whatever is keeping you from Me, whatever it is, throw it
away. If it is your eye, pull it out. If it is your hand, cut if off. Come to
Me. I am Re-birth, I am Life. Eat Me, drink Me. I am your Food. And
finally, do not be afraid, I have overcome the whole Universe.” That is
the issue (emphasis added).

Lewis appeals to every one of us to leave behind (as it were) the base camp
of Christ’s centrality, and to climb the mountaintop of Christ’s supremacy —
to witness the incredible, unbelievable, incomparable vista found only in the
One seated at God’s right hand.
In other words, Lewis urges believers to choose a life lived at the center of
Christ’s life — the Messiah of God who resides at the center of the throne,
before whom the whole universe bows down.
Delay no longer. Hold back no more.
The mountaintop beckons. The trail ahead is clear.
Awake! Get up! Get packed! Get going!

